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HOW A MYSTERY
DISEASE HIT
THREE TEACHERS



"How Mystery Disease Hit Three Teachers" Oct 12 1985 By Chris Bowman Truckee - Irene

Baker, 43, said she spent most of the summer in bed. Karen Cosgriff, 46, said she sometimes

felt so weak she could not walk across the room. Gerald Kennedy, 46, said all he could do for

three months was watch television and read - "It got really boring." Kennedy, Cosgriff and

Baker - all Truckee schoolteachers - were among the first of dozens of middle-aged residents

in the Truckee-north Lake Tahoe communities to report the fatiguing illness that has stumped

local doctors and national disease researchers. "A few teachers came into our office last

spring, then the next thing you know, it was like popping up everywhere." said Paul R Cheney,

an Incline Village doctor whose clinic has been treating most of the mysterious mononucleosis-

style cases. Cheney and his partner, Daniel L. Peterson, said they have treated 150 patients

from Truckee and north Lake Tahoe with similar symptoms, prolonged fatigue, swollen neck

glands, sore throats, headaches and enlargement of the liver and spleen. But Cheney said he

believes the illness has run its course. He has not seen new cases for the past month. The

Truckee teachers and other residents who were bedridden for months are beginning to return

to work. Cheney said he and Peterson first thought they had an "epidemic" of mononucleosis

when the ailment surfaced among the Truckee teachers. Baker is an eighth-grade teacher at

Tahoe Truckee High School. She said she shared a class preparation period with the spouse of

Kennedy and Cosgriff and two other teachers at the school, and they all came down with

similar symptoms at almost the same time last spring. 
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Karen Cosgriff, who teaches at Truckee Elementary school, said she came down with the

ailment after her husband, Michael, and English teacher at the high school, caught it. He was in

the same faculty meetings as Baker. Kennedy's wife, Janice, also was in the teachers' group.

Word spread quickly in the small mountain communities that Cheney and Peterson were using

a new testing procedure that could detect mononucleosis. The test, called th Epstein-Barr

virus serology panel -- measures antibodies in the blood associated with mononucleosis. The

test indicated that almost 60 of the 150 patients who complained of fatigue had

mononucleosis, Cheney said. Mononucleosis, commonly called the kissing disease, usually

strikes teenagers and young adults in their 20's from contact with saliva. It's supposed to be

the curse of high school students, and not their teachers. "We couldn't understand how you

could transfer mononucleosis in a teachers lounge." Cheney said. "We weren't having an orgy

in there." Baker joked. Another troubling factor, Cheney said, is that, statistically, 90 percent

of all adults have had mononuclesosis -- in varying degrees of severity -- in their youth and

should be immune to the disease as they are to chicken pox and other childhood illnesses. The

average age of the Tahoe area patients was 40. "Then we thought, hey, maybe we're not

dealing with mono." Cheney said. "That's when we called the CDC." At first, researchers from

the Center for Disease Control in Atlanta declined to investigate, Cheney said. Gary Holmes, a

CDC epidemiologist, said his office often receives reports of mononucleosis and they almost

never check out. 
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But after examining the patient's blood samples and medical histories the Incline doctors sent

to Atlanta, Holmes and his boss, Jon Kaplan, came to Lake Tahoe to investigate. After 3 1/2

weeks of interviewing patients and examining their records, Holmes returned to Atlanta still

unclear as to what kind of illness struck the Sierra communities. Holmes said Thursday he did

not believe there was an outbreak of mononucleosis. He said the blood test used by the Incline

Village doctors was a relatively new procedure that had not been proven reliable. Nonetheless

Holmes collected blood and saliva samples from patients with the most severe cases to

determine if mononucleosis was the culprit. Using these samples, Holmes said, he will attempt

to grow the virus. The procedure is laborious and will probably take three months to complete.

he said Cheney said he and the Atlanta researchers hypothesize that mononucleosis may have

been transmitted by another, unknown virus that is more contagious than mononucleosis. This

activator virus, he speculated, may manage to bypass the body's immunity system and

reactivate a chronic form of mononucleosis that lasted many months longer than the

adolescent version of the disease. Cheney said many of his patients suffered fatigue for up to

10 weeks. Kennedy, an auto mechanics instructor at Truckee high school, said the perpetual

rundown kept him from teaching school this past summer and fall. "All you can do is stay at

home in bed and watch TV and read." Kennedy said. "It gets really boring, and you kind of

wonder who you caught it from all the time."
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MOLD AT GROUND
ZERO FOR CFS





This is the "Nichols CBC blood panel" of
1985. 

The indication that something wasn't right
with these patients were their bilirubin and
sedimentation rates were way off the
normal titer range. 



"We were unaware that you could have an
outbreak of mononucleosis in adults. This
literature said that the Epstein-Barr Virus
was only an isolated disease." 

-Dr. Paul Cheney, Incline Village Physician







As cases grew, local doctors, Peterson

and Cheney contacted the Centers for

Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)

for assistance. 

THE
MYSTERIOUS
EPIDEMIC
SHOOK UP THE
COMMUNITY

































 Theodore Van Zelst was an
innovative civil engineer that co-
founded Soiltest Inc. in his
family's garage and beccame the
pioneer in soil testing. 

THEODORE VAN
ZELST
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THE FATHER OF
CHRONIC FATIGUE

SYNDROME

 He owned several patents for road
and soil testing equipment and
some of his company's designs
were incorporated into the first
moon landing.

 

 During WWII, his work with the
U.S. Navy helped develop the
swing-wing design that allows jets
to break the sound barrier. 

 In the 1980s, one of his daughters
suffered from CFS and he pushed
for recognition of the condition,
testifying before Congress to
request funds to study the
disorder.







"Ted Van Zelst has a sick daughter with the Epstein-Barr
Virus disease. The CDC is not taking it seriously. He has
given seed money to Dr. Komaroff and I to find something
that will force them to take notice." 

Dr. Komaroff was Associate Professor of General Medicine
of Harvard University at the time of the outbreak. He was
seeing sporadic cases of Dubois' "chronic mononucleosis"
in 1983. No clusters. No outbreaks.







DR. CHENEY CALLED ERIK INTO HIS OFFICE, 
"YOU ARE EBV NEGATIVE, I NEED YOUR BLOOD."  



The CDC abandoned the defunct "Chronic

Epstein-Barr Virus Syndrome" theory and

created a replacement, but gave it a really

rotten name: Chronic Fatigue Syndrome

THE VAN ZELST
PROJECT WAS
A SUCCESS! 





https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/2829679/

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/2829679/


CFS AND SICK
BUILDING SYNDROME

Photo of Truckee High School



https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/8148452/

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/8148452/


LINE OF SIGHT
It's important to note that the

Chester/Levine paper on the original CFS

cluster at Truckee High School made the

correlation to sick building syndrome  but

NOT to mold. This is what Erik stepped to

tell researchers about. 

C F S  A N D  S I C K  B U I L D I N G  S Y N D R O M E



"OSLER'S WEB," CHAPTER 3, PAGE 49
DESCRIBES:
"I remember telling [Dr. Gary Holmes] about the filters. You could tell he thought
we were a bunch of loonies. That was early into it, and we were still thinking, well
maybe we ARE crazy, but you would think we would be questioned at least, and
there weren't a lot of questions." 

Here is where the CDC and future CFS researchers missed their chance to discover
"mold at ground zero for CFS," and they never looked back nor returned to learn
about the original evidence that started the syndrome. 





AS TOLD IN 
DR. RITCHIE
SHOEMAKER'S
BOOKS...
Erik agreed to assist Dr. Cheney with the

project of starting a new syndrome on the basis

that, "As a prototype for CFS, researchers will

take interest in your case." Great! An

opportunity to tell them about Stachybotrys

(mold).



ERIK'S WARNING 
Since Erik was helping launch a new

syndrome, he felt it was appropriate to say

something auspicious to mark the occasion:

"I have an inexorably increasing reactivity to

mold that grows progressively worse no

matter where I live. If this goes on as it has

here, there will be millions of us."

However, nobody gained interest. So he

decided to gather evidence...



John Banta, the most experienced Environmental Quality Specialist in the business
said, "There are only about three specialists in the country with my knowledge, how
did you find me?" "It wasn't easy." Erik replied. Erik hired Banta to help him identify
which mold was making him sick.





TOXIC MOLD ISSUES BEGAN TO COMPOUND...  





STACHYBOTRYS
WAS FOUND.

Erik knew which colonies of mold slammed him
the most by his symptoms. John Banta identified
this particular colony as being from the genus,
Stachybotrys. 



ERIK VISITED DR. MARINKOVICH TO TELL HIM
ABOUT MOLD AT GROUND ZERO FOR CFS  



DR. MARINKOVICH AKA "DR. MOLD"
Dr. Vincent Marinkovich specialized in diagnosing and treating mysterious
ailments caused by household molds. 

In 1999, he founded Immune Tech, a Menlo Park company that offered a
mail order home testing kit for allergies. Customers were instructed to
prick their fingers and submit blood samples which were analyzed for
allergen and mold sensitivities - with results sent directly to the customer.

Retrieved from:
https://www.globalindoorhealthnetwork.com/marinkovich

https://www.globalindoorhealthnetwork.com/marinkovich


DR. MARINKOVICH AKA "DR. MOLD"
In a 2004 paper, he discussed the effects of mold on the human body and
the diagnosis, pathophysiology and therapy/treatment. He also talked
about the doctors who refuse to recognize this illness

Dr. Marinkovich was a dedicated Redwood City immunologist nationally
known as "Dr. Mold" because of his extensive knowledge of illnesses
caused by exposure to fungus.

Retrieved from:
https://www.globalindoorhealthnetwork.com/marinkovich

https://www.globalindoorhealthnetwork.com/marinkovich


Marinkovich proceeded to tell Erik that

his allergy test would be able to

determine Erik's reactivities.

Marinkovich told Erik that he was

allergic to Aspergillius, however, Erik

knew that he did not react to the colony

of Aspergillius like he did to the colony of

Stachybotrys. 

DR.
MARINKOVICH
GAVE ERIK
THIS BOOK





Erik was surprised that even though Dr.

Marinkovich provided him with a book

that clearly states Stachybotrys'

involvement in CFS, he was uninterested

in telling others about the connection of

mold at ground zero for CFS. 

"MYCOTOXINS
HAVE BEEN
CALLED
AGENTS IN
SEARCH OF
DISEASE"



A MAN ON A
MISSION
Erik proceeded to approach as many

doctors, researchers, and research

institutions as he could to get the word

out. 

But each person he contacted was

disinterested. 



In 2002, a fellow Tahoe survivor gave Erik,

Dr. Ritchie Shoemaker's book, "Desperation

Medicine." 

Erik received validation for mold at ground

zero for CFS. 

FINALLY AFTER
ALL OF THESE
YEARS...





VALIDATION 



Oddly, despite many reading Dr. Ritchie Shoemaker's several books citing mold at
ground zero for CFS, to this very day, not one researcher or research institute has
decided to solve CFS to help the many suffering from this incapacitating illness. 







100% of CFS doctors, researchers, and

research institutes continue to fight to

say that the discovery of mold no longer

matters (or that it is too hard to

research).

IN THE 34
YEARS WHEN
THE CDC WAS
BROUGHT TO
TAHOE...



"CFS RESEARCHERS WERE
FIRST TO KNOW AND THE LAST

TO HAVE IT BE KNOWN"
E R I K  J O H N S O N



THE OBJECTIVE
OF THE POSTER...
Erik created this poster as performance

art to observe doctor's and  researcher's

responses when the CFS evidence is

presented to them.



ERIK WAS
SHOCKED TO
FIND...
When Erik presented the evidence to CFS  

doctors, researchers, and research

institutions, each person ignored the

original evidence that started the

syndrome (they didn't show any

curiosity).

Pictured above:
Erik presenting the CFS evidence to Carol

Head. "Head" of the SolveME/CFS Inititiative



The association between mold and Chronic Fatigue Syndrome is automatically
established by virtue of being the documented "unknown factor" in the very first
cluster the mystery illness investigated by Dr. Gary Holmes of the CDC, which the
CFS syndrome was coined to solve. 



Environmental factors - exposure to mold or
toxins has been suspected as a trigger for
ME/CFS. However, associations of specific
environmental factors with ME/CFS have
not been established. 

THE CDC'S
UPDATE



If modern medicine were confronted

with a mystery illness in which two high

schools and a casino made themselves

distinctive by cluster of illness that were

not seen in other schools or casinos , this

would be eerily similar to the

Semmelweis scenario (the doctor who

invented hand washing but was initially

shunned by his peers for the discovery)

so how would doctors and researchers

react? 

IGNEZ
SEMMELWEIS



Did they learn anything from the

Semmelweis story? Would it occur to

them that they should look for what

difference might exist from one building

to the next? If someone were to find a

difference and attempt to convey this to

doctors, would they perceive this as a

Semmelweis-situation and feel the need

to respond? They would not. 

For this is how Chronic Fatigue

Syndrome began and to this very day, not

a single researcher has behaved like

Semmelweis would have.  

IGNEZ
SEMMELWEIS



Dr. Ritchie Shoemaker, within weeks, completely backs out of supporting
the evidence of mold and CFS. Now claims that Chronic Inflammatory
Response Syndrome (CIRS) is not longer congruent with CFS.

UNVALIDATED 



In spite of all else that is going on,

mold illness is the direct mystery

Dr. Gary Holmes' CFS was coined

to solve. 

 

THE
TAKEAWAY


